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EPub Metadata Editor is a lightweight tool that helps you edit the information of your EPub ebook files. Quick installation and user-friendly interface The app comes with a simple, intuitive interface that can be figured out easily by users of all levels of experience, no matter if they have worked with similar software before or not. The program allows you to modify various important details, such as the book's name and author. As an
alternative, you can also add the name of the editor, illustrator or translator. You can also add the title of the series that the work is part of (if any), as well as the series' index. Other details you can include are the name of the publisher and the original publication date, so you can keep track of how old the items in your collection are. The book's type and format can also be filled in, along with the source and language it’s written in.

Comes with advanced functions like the file editor EPub Metadata Editor also enables you to fill in a short description of the novel. This can be either a personal note on the book or a short review you found online. It particularly comes in handy for books that are not that well-known. It is worth mentioning that the utility includes batch operations and advanced functions. While the first option could save you a lot of time and energy
when processing multiple files, the later allows you to edit the TOC.NCX and OPT files. Furthermore, after loading a file, you can also view the table of contents. Then again, despite the large variety of e-book formats on the market (AZW, MOBI, PDB, BBeB, LIT etc) the software supports only EPub files. A useful tool for managing and editing EPub files All in all, the program is easy to use and comes with a clean interface. All users
should be able to modify EPub files' metadata without problems. Quick installation and user-friendly interface The app comes with a simple, intuitive interface that can be figured out easily by users of all levels of experience, no matter if they have worked with similar software before or not. The program allows you to modify various important details, such as the book's name and author. As an alternative, you can also add the name of

the editor, illustrator or translator. You can also add the title of the series that the work is part of (if any), as well as
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Very simple and easy-to-use ePub metadata editor. Perform the following operations: * Modify the title, author, publication date and other book information. * Edit the chapter titles, chapter page numbers and the table of contents. * Modify the cover page. * Create a new cover page. * Merge book files into a single.epub file. * Split book files into separate.epub files. * Add a text file to the book as a front cover page. * Add a text file to
the book as an ePub cover. * Import a book from HTML. * Import a book from Word. * Import a book from other Microsoft Office applications. * Import a book from PDF. * Export a book to the following formats: HTML (.html) - Book for the Web. MOBI (.mobi) - for Kindle and other Kindle-compatible devices. LIT (.lit) - in LIT format. EPUB (.epub) - for the most popular e-reading devices and other e-book readers. PDF (.pdf)
- in Portable Document Format (PDF). XHTML (.xhtml) - in XHTML format. HTML (.html) - in pure HTML format. Quick and intuitive interface Import, export, organize, and edit ePub books in no time at all. The.epub editor is based on familiar tools like a text box and a combo box. Features: * Update metadata directly from the metadata editor * Preview the changes made to the book * Merge the changes made to individual files

into one file * Split the book into separate files * Download the book to your computer * Export the book to a number of formats including HTML, MOBI, EPUB, PDF, etc. * Import a book from a URL, HTML, Microsoft Office, or PDF file * Import a book from a formatted text file * Import a book from a WORD document * Import a book from a PDF document * Import a book from a Microsoft Office application * Delete a book
from the book directory * Add or remove a custom book cover * Add a custom cover page * Add a custom cover for a selected chapter * Add a custom cover for a specific page * Import a book from a HTML file * Split a book into multiple e-book files * Split a book into separate HTML 80eaf3aba8
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EPub Metadata Editor is a powerful software for editing ePub metadata that allows you to change the information stored in the ePub file. You can add new information, delete existing items, change text formatting, and even add metadata for foreign ePub files. Main features: Edit ePub metadata: - Edit information such as author, title, series, series index, translator, illustrator, copyright notice, book description, source, language and
type. - Modify the file name and cover image. - Change the title of the work in the table of contents. - Add books to the series index, update the TOC.ncx file, and much more. - Import and export metadata information to and from local files. Import metadata from ePub: - Choose from any file you can find on your computer, including ones created with other metadata editors. - Import the information to ePub files. Export metadata to
ePub: - Export all the information to a file that you can share with other ePub readers or convert to MOBI, AZW, PDB, LIT, and EPUB files. - Change the cover image with the program's cover creator. - Change the TOC.ncx file and TOC.opt file. Create ePub file: - Import a book as a complete library. - Create a library with a custom directory layout. - Manage your ePub files using the file explorer window. [NOTE] To run the
program, you need to first install a Java runtime environment. You can download it from www.java.com. For more information, please see our Java requirements. It is a very good software to edit a lot of data to a ebook. I needed a high-quality editor which can open and save all supported formats. I was using Calibre for this purpose. Calibre is a great app but as a single user it was becoming a bit slow at times. I was recommended to use
this app. It is the best one ever. It is the perfect choice for the users as its editing the metadata that is not easy to edit with the native apps. This app is the best, I recommend it for everyone. I was searching for a book which can edit the metadata of the ebooks, but i got to know that calibre doesn't support to edit the e-books metadata. So i tried many other softwares but

What's New in the?

EPub Metadata Editor is a program designed to help you edit the metadata of your e-books. After opening a file, you will be asked to fill in the title, author, description, source, language, book type, format, publisher, original publication date, and short review. The program is easy to use, and comes with a clean interface. It supports all popular e-book formats (AZW, MOBI, PDB, BBeB, LIT etc) with the only limitation that you can edit
only EPub files. EPub Metadata Editor Latest Version 4.12 Paid download | Digital Books | Boreas 2.42 MB EPub Metadata Editor Screenshots Example About Boreas A self-funded independent development studio founded in the year 2016. We are committed to produce high quality applications, specifically for the needs of the international community of business and individuals, which are an essential tool to our daily work and study.
Boreas studio is committed to the standards of the fastest growing digital community. We work with the free software community, and contribute to open source projects when possible. We also support Linux and Windows users alike, and look forward to building a strong relationship with both communities.Q: Is lgth of the "Asteroid Belt" just that the belt is more dense than "nearby" planets? The article here states that the Asteroid
Belt is as wide as Jupiter, and only the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter is in-between. If Jupiter is 5.2×1030kg, and the belt is 6×1029kg That's only 2.4% density, and I don't see why it's so small. Shouldn't the density of the belt be as big as the star itself? It's a bit hard to believe. A: There are many definitions of the term "asteroid belt." One definition that can be found in NASA's Astronomy Glossary is The region of space
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter (the asteroid belt) I don't know if this is the same as the way the term "asteroid belt" is used in popular culture. In that context, I would define the Asteroid Belt to be the belt of asteroids between Mars and Jupiter. Mars is 5% the density of Earth, so a belt with the density of Mars would have a mass of 0.5% of the mass of Earth. Jupiter has a mass of 0.15% of the mass of Earth. Earth has a radius of
6371 km, and a density of 5.515×1022 kg/m3. This means that the density of Earth's asteroid belt is $$0.0009\frac{5.515\
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System Requirements For EPub Metadata Editor:

Windows 7/8/10/Vista (32-bit) 1 GB RAM 20 GB hard disk space Broadband Internet connection How to download and install AMD Radeon™ Pro 460 GPU? 1. Download and install the PowerDVD Ultra 17.2.2.8. From the website, you can download the latest version of PowerDVD Ultra for free. 2. Once downloaded, install PowerDVD Ultra 17.2.2.8 by double-clicking on the downloaded file. 3. Select your operating
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